CASE STUDY

Accelerating Releases
by Modernizing Legacy
Software Delivery
Toolchains and Practices
Top 10 U.S. Financial
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~50K Employees
150-Year Legacy
In 20+ States with
over 2400 Locations

I looked out over an
“agile transformed”
team of developers to
see not a single one
writing code and knew
that something needed
to change.
— CTO,
PNC Bank
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BACKGROUND
PNC Bank (PNC) appointed a new CTO in 2017. Upon reviewing the
company’s current state and processes, they realized it took 300+ days
to procure a server and resolved to reduce acquisition time. The real
“aha” moment for the CTO came when overlooking a floor of developers
and realizing that none of them were writing code, even after they’d
previously completed an agile transformation.

CHALLENGES
Constrained by manual practices and risk-averse policies, PNC
struggled with lead times that averaged 1 year for features created by
product delivery teams to reach production. Liatrio led a companywide initiative to reduce overall lead time to under 2 months from
ideation to realization of customer-value (production).

LIATRIO PROPOSED AND EXECUTED:
•

Value Stream Mapping to visualize problems in Flow

•

Designed, implemented, and scaled Dojos as an immersive
hands-on learning experience

•

Partnered with the pipeline platform team and guided the
creation of a modern (CI/CD) delivery toolchain that teams could
quickly and easily consume

VALUE STREAM MAPPING
PNC’s delivery teams struggled with access
to environments to deploy, test, and validate
new features quickly. Environments for each
team were static, limited in number, and were
shared by siloed sub-teams (e.g. developers vs.
QA). New projects took over 150 days to receive
a development integration environment.
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DOJO
The Dojo provided an immersive,
hands-on experience that improved
PNC teams’ way of thinking and
working, so that the company could
deliver products faster to customers.

ACROSS 7 LINES OF BUSINESS OVER 2 YEARS:
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ENGINEERING
Provided oversight and key engineering resources that were instrumental in the first production
deployment to a public cloud — creating a new platform using modern cloud native practices
running on a self-hosted Kubernetes platform.
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OTHER NOTABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

Modern Platform
Engineering
Flagger

Ephemeral Jenkins
on Kubernetes
Ephemeral Jenkins on k8s
using Terraform/Terragrunt
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